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Dear editor,
From the sketch to an encapsulated font, text font design is a
labor-intensive and time-consuming process that relies heavily on the expertise of designers and usually takes months,
even years, for a professional institution. This scenario is
particularly prominent for glyph-rich scripts, such as Chinese, where each character is composed of varying numbers
of highly complex structured components.
Recently, few-shot font style transfer, as a more practical
scheme, has attracted considerable attention as it uses only
a few reference font images to generate all of the characters
of a new font and can produce more acceptable glyphs. A
typical strategy is to separate the representations of style
and content from the given reference font images, where
encoder-mixer-decoder (EMD) [1] is one of the most representative studies and consists of a content encoder, a style
encoder, a mixer, and a decoder. Furthermore, this structure has been widely used in subsequent studies, such as
AGIS-Net [2] and lffont [3]. However, most of the previous few-shot font style transfer methods learn different style
representations with a universal style encoder, which limits
their representations of diverse styles. This effect is obvious
when generating fonts for a style-rich script. Moreover, the
structure of a single style encoder cannot easily deal with
a special style transfer task, that is, the fusion of different
fonts, where different characteristics from multiple character
styles/sets are fused to form a new style/set. For example,
a typeface usually has several fonts with different weights
(such as extra bold, bold, regular, and light). Because the
font with different weights cannot be easily generated by a
simple method, such as graphic interpolation, the designers
need to redesign many characters for every new weight to
fulfill the aesthetic requirements.
In this study, we propose a novel flexible framework,
that is, multi-style EMD (MS-EMD), to perform multi-

ple style transfer through a many-to-many correspondence,
which can be considered a direct multitask learning scenario.
Specifically, we introduce multiple style encoders to enhance
style representation learning and attempt to learn different
representations for the corresponding styles. Compared with
single encoder methods, MS-EMD enables fast font fusion by
directly encoding different style/weight fonts with the setup
of multiple style encoders. Thus, MS-EMD has considerable potential in real-world applications. Meanwhile, the
use of multiple style encoders can be regarded as ensemble
learning, where the average outputs of several encoders help
improve the generalization performance of font generation.
Network. As shown in Figure 1(a), the proposed fewshot font style transfer network, denoted as MS-EMD thereafter, consists of multiple style encoders, a content encoder,
a mixer, a decoder, and a discriminator. Given several sets
of style reference images and a set of content reference images, the style encoders and the content encoder leverage
the conditional dependence of styles and content to learn
style/content representations. Then, the mixer combines
the corresponding style and content representations using a
bilinear model. Finally, the decoder generates the target images based on the combined representations. Furthermore,
the discriminator is introduced to classify fake and real images. The details are presented in Appendix A.
Multi-style and content encoders. Generally, we use K
style encoders ESk (k = 1, 2, . . . , K) and one content encoder EC to extract the corresponding features. The input to each style encoder ESk is the style reference set
RSi , and the input to the content encoder EC is the conk
tent reference set RCj : RSi = {Iik ,j1 , Iik ,j2 , . . . , Iik ,jr }
k
(k = 1, 2, . . . , K), RCj = {Ii1 ,j , Ii2 ,j , . . . , Iir ,j }, where Iij
is the image with style Si and content Cj . Particularly, the
target images {Iik ,j } are excluded from {RSi } and RCj .
k

The style encoders ESk and content encoder EC ex-
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Figure 1 (Color online) (a) Architecture of the MS-EMD network; (b) few-shot font generation for a novel style; (c) font fusion
for three styles: Heiti, Kaiti, and Songti; (d) font fusion for two styles (OPPO Sans and STLiti, and two weights of Tencent Sans).

tract features fSi and fCj from RSi and RCj , where
k
k
fSi = ESk (RSi ), fCj = EC (RCj ).
k
k
Mixer network. After extracting the features {fSi } and
k
fCj , they are combined by the mixer network. Because
{fSi } and fCj have no relations between each other, the
k
features of content C and style Sik can be calculated in parallel as fik ,j = fSi × W × fCj , where W is a tensor with
k
the size F × M × F , the size of fSi and fCj is F , and fik ,j
k
is a feature vector with the size M .
Furthermore, when performing font fusion, the style feature {fSi } is fused to obtain a new style feature vector
PkK
fŜ =
k=1 ak · fSik , where ak is the coefficient of fSik
i
P
and K
k=1 ak = 1. Then, we can obtain a new mixed representation fî,j = fŜ × W × fCj , where fî,j is a new image
i

EMD [1], and AGIS-Net [2]) and our method, that is, MSEMD. Figure 1(b) shows the results of image generation
for the novel style with ten reference images. MS-EMD obtains the best qualitative and quantitative results for L1 loss,
SSIM, and FID. As shown in Figures 1(c) and (d), MS-EMD
generates characters clearly and correctly, while zi2zi, AGIS,
and EMD have many flaws. More experimental details are
presented in Appendix B.
Conclusion. In this study, we propose a novel font style
transfer network, that is, MS-EMD, which has multiple style
encoders to perfectly perform font generation and font fusion
tasks simultaneously. Extensive experiments demonstrate
the exceptional performance of MS-EMD on novel style font
generation and font fusion.

with content Cj and fused style Ŝi from style {Sik }. By
fusing the latent vectors using the aforementioned process,
we achieve font fusion in real time.
Decoder network. The decoder network generates K
images {Iˆik ,j } from the features fik ,j , Iˆik ,j = De(fik ,j )
(k = 1, 2, . . . , K). For the fused feature vector fî,j , a new
image with fused style Iˆ = De(f ) is produced.
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Discriminator network. The discriminator network is designed to conduct the generation process of the decoder
De. The discriminator network distinguishes real images
{Iik ,j } and fake images {Iˆik ,j } from the decoder to make
the images conform to the conditions RSi and RCj , fˆiDis
=
k ,j
k
Dis
ˆ
Dis(RC , RS , Ii ,j ), f
= Dis(RC , RS , Ii ,j ), where
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link.springer.com. The supporting materials are published as
submitted, without typesetting or editing. The responsibility
for scientific accuracy and content remains entirely with the authors.
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the mean values of f Dis and fˆDis are used to judge TRUE
or FALSE.
Loss. Our loss function has two parts: the L1 loss and
the adversarial loss, Loss = wL1 · L1 + wadv · Ladv .
Datasets. To evaluate the capability of MS-EMD to generate Chinese characters, we collected 243 fonts (each font
has 1125 characters) from a publicly available database. The
images are in 80×80 resolution. We randomly divided styles
into a training set (75%, 182 fonts) and a validation set
(25%, 61 fonts). Then, the entire dataset has two subsets:
images with known styles and images with novel styles.
Experiments. We make qualitative and quantitative comparisons between several existing methods (i.e., zi2zi [4],
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